*Please see other side for info on how to Schedule your appointment.
Remember:
be 10 minutes early for your appointment, as we are on a very tight schedule.
*If Please
you are not present at your appointment time, the next appointment will be started
and we will have to work you in as time allows or you may have to reschedule.
allow 45 minutes to complete your portrait experience.
*Please
You will see your poses in a viewing session following your portrait appointment.
*You
will need to select your pose for the directory at this time. If you decide to
purchase additional portraits there will be order assistants available to help you
with your decisions.
A special 10% discount will apply to all orders placed and 100% paid during your viewing.
*Cash,
Check, Visa, MasterCard or Discover will be accepted.
*If you have special needs or would like props or pets included in your portrait,
please let us know when scheduling your appointment so Steph can be notified.
A light grey/white background will be used for all portraits.
This color works best with most clothing color choices.
Solid color clothing with long sleeves works best for adults, with contrasting colors or tones for children.
Some poses will show below the waist so make sure to dress appropriately from head to toe!
We are very excited to offer “Create-A-Package”
just for your directory at Steph’s Studio! With
Create-A-Package you are allowed to design
exactly the portrait package you need, starting
with a wall portrait of 11”x14” or larger then
adding gift portraits of 8”x10” to 4”x6”, and
wallet sizes. There are also other discounted
options such as greeting cards and portrait originals. This process offers all of the discounts normally available with portrait packages and you
are able to select exactly what you need.
Portraits may also be purchased individually at a
slightly higher price.
Please take some time before your session to
make a list of your portrait needs.
*7% sales tax will be added to all orders and re-orders.
*Prices subject to change on re-orders
*Returned checks serviced by: Nationwide Management Services Inc.
Customer will be responsible for the $30 service charge plus any
additional bank fee’s levied.
*Orders will be ready to pick up at Steph’s Studio in approx.
4-6 weeks. Additional charges will apply for shipping.

This will give you an idea of what our individual
Portrait pricing will be like. For more savings, if
you are considering a portrait 11x14 and larger
ask to see our Create-A-Package pricing!

Gift Portraits:
8x10 composite of up to 3 Images $ 75

8x10 $ 39 duplicate $ 34
5x7 or 4x6 $ 26 duplicate $15
Wallet Portraits:
48 Wallets $ 79
24 Wallets $ 48
16 Wallets $ 38
8 Wallets $ 21
Originals:
$12 each
Greeting Cards: 4x8 slimline folding cards
24 $ 71.25
$126.00
48 $ 125.00 $208.80
96 $ 235.00 $369.60
*Prices are subject to change.

Some Packages will also be available.

